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Feedback Report 

Longwell Green 
Waiting Restrictions Review 

  
Purpose of the Report 
The purpose of this report is to feedback the results of the recent initial consultation on 
proposals to revise waiting restrictions in the area of Longwell Green. 
  
Background 
Inconsiderate parking is taking place on various roads in Longwell Green. The demand for on-
street parking and the associated obstructive parking is causing access and visibility difficulties 
for local residents. 
 
The proposed scheme is to introduce waiting restrictions on Bath Road, Bakersfield, 
Beaumont Close, Court Farm Road, Ellacome Road, Grangeville Close, Larksleaze Road, 
Long Beach Road, Penngrove, Shellards Road and Stratton Place. 
 

 It is proposed to introduce no waiting at any time restrictions (double yellow lines) to 
cover junctions/accesses and areas where traffic parking can reduce visibility and impact 
safety.  

 The proposals do include the conversion of existing advisory white keep clear markings, 
to no waiting at any time restrictions. 

 In addition, it is proposed to introduce no waiting at any time restrictions (double yellow 
lines) on main routes such as Bath Road and Shellards Road to improve traffic flows 
during peak times.  
  

Consultation 
Public consultation was undertaken between 13th of May to the 7th of June 2019, with an extension 
to the 10th of June. Letters advising of the consultation were delivered to all properties fronting 
onto the proposed changes in waiting restrictions. In addition consultation notices were erected 
on lamp columns and posts on the roads affected by the proposals. Details were also entered 
onto the Council’s consultation website. Emails advising of the consultation were sent to the local 
councillors, parish council, and emergency services. 

 
Feedback from the Consultation 
The drawings showing the location plan for the proposed restrictions on the online consultation 
was viewed 207 times. There were 59 individuals and organisations who completed the 
questionnaire. Overall the comments received to the various proposals were mostly positive, and 
responses to the individual questions are summarised at the end of the report. The following 
graphs show the results of the consultation. The two graphs show which roads people were most 
interested in and the results for the proposed waiting restriction in each specified location:- 
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Who responded? 
Resident living in the affected area      42 No. 
Resident outside the affected area     11 No. 
Local employer         1 No. 
Commuter          5 No. 
Local councillor         0 No. 
Member of Parish council        1 No. 
Other            4 No. 
Prefer not to say         0 No.  
Skip this question         1 No. 
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Future Programme - Itemised outcome by road name: 
 

Bath Road – Double yellow lines 
There were two separate locations on Bath Road which were consulted on. One location was 
between Watsons Road and Shellards Road. The other was by the junction of Long Beach Road. 
There were same number of responses for each Bath Road option and the same outcome for 
each question, with 19 people in favour, 1 didn’t know and 1 against the proposed yellow lines on 
the Bath Road. Following the feedback, alterations to the proposals have been undertaken and 
these changes will proceed to advertisement. 
 
Bakersfield – Double yellow lines 
There were 5 people in favour, 1 didn’t know and 3 against the proposed yellow lines in the 
Bakersfield. Following the feedback, alterations to the proposals have been undertaken and these 
changes will proceed to advertisement.  
 
Beaumont Close – Double yellow lines 
There were 2 people in favour, 1 didn’t know and 0 against the proposed yellow lines in the 
Beaumont Close, therefore all proposed restrictions will proceed to advertisement.  
 
Court Farm Road – Double yellow lines 
There were 9 people in favour, 0 didn’t know and 2 against the proposed yellow lines in the Court 
Farm Road. Following the feedback, alterations to the proposals have been undertaken and a 
new consultation will be undertaken.  
 
Ellacome Road (Longwell Green Primary School) – Double Yellow Lines & change to School 
Keep Clear Times  
Overall, there were 18 people in favour, 0 didn’t know and 3 against the proposed yellow lines in 
the Court Farm Road. Following the feedback, alterations to the proposals have been undertaken 
and a new consultation will be undertaken. 
 
Grangeville Close – Double yellow lines 
There were 2 people in favour, 0 didn’t know and 2 against the proposed yellow lines in the 
Grangeville Close, therefore all proposed restrictions will proceed to advertisement.  
 
Larksleaze Road – Double yellow lines 
There were 6 people in favour, 1 didn’t know and 6 against the proposed yellow lines in the 
Larksleaze Road. Following the feedback, alterations to the proposals have been undertaken and 
a new consultation will be undertaken.  
 
Long Beach Road – Double yellow lines & Replacement of Keep Clears  
There were three separate locations on Long Beach Road which were consulted on. One location 
was the junction of Bath Road, the junction with California Road and opposite the junction with 
Ravenswood. There were same number of responses for each Long Beach Road option and the 
same outcome for each question, with 10 people in favour, 0 didn’t know and 2 against the 
proposed yellow lines and replacement of keep clears on the Long Beach Road. Following the 
feedback, alterations to the proposals have been undertaken and these changes will proceed to 
advertisement 
 
Penngrove – Double yellow lines 
There were 3 people in favour, 0 didn’t know and 1 against the proposed yellow lines in the 
Penngrove, therefore all proposed restrictions will proceed to advertisement.  
 
Shellards Road - Double yellow lines  
There were 17 people in favour, 1 didn’t know and 7 against the proposed yellow lines in the 
Shellards Road, therefore all proposed restrictions will proceed to advertisement.  
 
Stratton Place – Double yellow lines 
There were 2 people in favour, 0 didn’t know and 0 against the proposed yellow lines in the 
Stratton Place, therefore all proposed restrictions will proceed to advertisement.  
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Following the consultation, two roads have been considered for waiting restrictions and will be put 
forward to advertisement; Bagworth and Roseville Avenue. 
 
The initial consultation was carried out to inform the local residents about the proposed waiting 
restrictions in the area, and to ensure that their comments and concerns are considered at an 
early stage. 
 
During the initial consultation a number of requests for further waiting restrictions were received. 
Following initial consideration of these requests, it has been decided to carry out a second 
consultation to gather views on these additional requests. The following roads will be affected by 
the second consultation; Pearsall Road, Ellacombe Road and Court Farm Road  
 
After the second consultation has taken place, an additional feedback report will be prepared. 
When that has been published, combined scheme will be forwarded to our legal team, ready to 
advertise a Traffic Regulation Order for the resulting proposals. This involves the preparation of 
legal documents, placing notices in the local paper and along the affected roads and publishing 
details on the Council’s website, giving people an opportunity to formally object to or support the 
proposed scheme. 
 
Depending on the outcome of the advertisement, it is anticipated that works will commence on 
site shortly after the Traffic Regulation Order has been signed and sealed which is anticipated to 
be in 2020. However, if objections are received during the advertisement stage, South 
Gloucestershire Council will be required to report objections to the Director of Environment and 
Community Services for a decision on how to proceed.  
 
Below is officer comments to the feedback received from the public:- 
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Questionnaire and written responses 

Comments received at Consultation 
(Note comments have been reproduced as submitted so 
include all spelling and grammatical errors uncorrected) 

Officer’s response 

Ellacombe Road/Larksleaze Road  

I support the proposed changes from a road safety and visibility 
point of view. Additionally i propose a single yellow line from 
Larksleaze interception with Ellacombe road around the bend 
to approximately no 48. My proposal is also intended for safety 
and visibility reasons resulting from fast moving traffic in both 
directions at this section because of the blind rise / blind bend 
obstructed by vehicles frequently parked on the road in this 
section. Any obstruction on the road from no 48 towards the 
school poses a threat to visibility and safety. 

Thank you for your support. 
 
This can be considered as 
part of the review. 

Agree with the proposals as it relates to my property to apply 
the restrictions to the border with the next door neighbour. 
From photographic evidence attached you will observe the 
obstructions that vehicles continually pose and the risk to safety 
to ourselves and other road users including visibility. 

Thank you for your support. 

"The plans produced are regretfully ONLY two dimensional and 
so do not fully show the dangerous nature of the junction of 
Ellacombe Road and Larkleaze Road being at the brow of a 
very steep rise from one direction and the inside of a significant 
bend from the other. The entrance Larkleaze Road is not an 
issue so does not need the proposed restrictions but the stretch 
of Ellacombe Road from that junction to Stanhope Road (even 
property number side in the Court Farm direction) does. 
 
Often parked vehicles on that side (no restriction as exist on 
opposite side of road) force vehicles onto the wrong side of the 
road swinging wide on the bend just as they breach the brow of 
the hill. Today the 11.15 No. 17 bus was held up by cars 
parked in that location with traffic going in the opposite 
direction. 
 
Double yellow lines are however needed along that stretch of 
Ellacombe Road, to improve visibility to/from the post box, 
ensure vehicles are on the correct of the road as they breach 
the hill. 
 
Vehicles exiting Larkleaze Road onto Ellacombe Road also 
have their visibility restricted because of these parked vehicles 
thus risking collision on leaving. 
 
Double yellow lines are also needed on Ellacombe Road 
opposite the Larkleaze Road junction itself instead of single 
because outside of restriction vehicles are often parked in the 
junction boundaries on that stretch again restricting the 
junction. 
 
Finally no matter what restrictions are in place without 
enforcement they are valueless. i.e. Friday 7th June at 15.15 
there were 6 vehicles ( None with Blue Badges on display) 
parked in Ellacombe between the shops and Larkleaze Road 
on double or single yellow lines. This is a regular feature during 
the restricted periods. Yes the changes will be respected by 
some road users but the worst offenders will continue to ignore 
them unless action is taken." 
 

Currently there are no 
proposals for the restrictions 
you mention but these can be 
considered as part of the 
review. 
 
The parking enforcement 
team will monitor and issue 
any the necessary penalty 
charge if any vehicle is 
parking illegally. Residents 
can contact the enforcement 
team directly via: 
parklegally@southglos.gov.uk  

mailto:parklegally@southglos.gov.uk
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"I do not se an extension of the Double Yellow Lines on the 
right hand side of Pearsall Road from Ellacombe Road junction 
to the private road behind the shops. 
 
I consider this extension important on the grounds of Health 
and Safety especially for the emergency services, I have 
witnessed ambulances on a emergency call having difficulty 
negotiating the narrow gap." 

There are no plans currently 
to extend the double yellow 
lines but this can be 
considered as part of the 
review. 

I have no problem with the proposal as long as the restrictions 
are enforced. The present restrictions are rarely policed and 
therefore ingnored by a number of persons dropping off 
children to school. If the proposal is not enforced then it would 
be a waste of public funds.  

Thank you for your support 
and comments  
 
Please see comment about 
the parking enforcement 
team.  

The proposal for double yellow lines on Larksleaze 
Road/Ellacombe Road should be reduced to the corner of the 
street only. Why have the yellow lines been extended so far on 
Larksleaze Road whereas Pearsall Road are much shorter. 
The proposal shows double yellow lines across the driveway 
and continues across the front of No 3 Larksleaze Road. This 
would be very inconvenient for the owners and we do not want 
this. 
1. Larksleaze Road is already a very congested street and the 
proposed parking restrictions would make it very difficult for 
residents and visitors. Most properties have more than one car 
and already have to park on the road. 
2. Parking for visitors/carers would be very restricted. 
3. The problem is school drop off/pick up times and this would 
not solve the problem it would only move the problem further up 
Larksleaze Road and Ellacombe Road. 
4. The council/school could negotiate with existing car park 
owners eg Community Centre, local church to allow parents to 
park whilst dropping off/picking up children. 
5. The council/school should encourage parents/carers to walk 
children to school - form local walk to school groups. 

The junction of Larksleaze 
Road is narrower compared 
with Pearsall Road and it’s 
more difficult to turn into 
Larksleaze, hence for the 
extension. But Pearsall road 
is being considered in this 
review.  
 
This can be considered as 
part of the review. 
 
Parents should park where it’s 
safe and legal to do so.  
 
Requesting the church or 
community centre to provide 
parking is beyond the remit of 
this scheme.  
 
 

In addition to what has been proposed, we would ask that 
double yellow lines be considered on the south side of 
Ellacombe Road from the junction with Bath Road to the 
junction with Stanhope Road in the interests of child safety. 
There is no crossing patrol at Longwell Green Primary School 
and this would make a safer crossing point for school children. 

The restrictions are proposed 
to improve visibility at the 
junctions and there hasn’t 
been a request for outside 
those properties.  

I agree with the proposal at Larksleaze as this will aid and 
promote safety along the road. Several occasions when exiting 
the driveway at No 1, I have had near misses as I am unable to 
see cars coming up Larksleaze Road from Ellacombe Road 
due to the vehicles parked on the side of the road. Often these 
are high sided vehicles. 

Thank you for your support 

1. The existing drawings make no reference to the school zig 
zags on Ellacombe Rd. 
2. The zig zags outside number 6 are incorrect as per your 
2015 drawing T001-288-17-b 
3. The change in times by 45mins in the morning and 15mins in 
the afternoon are ridiculous and will achieve nothing. 
4. Why when schools operate only 37 weeks a year are 
residents penalized and unable to park outside their homes on 
the other 15 weeks including Christmas day without getting 
prosecuted, this restriction should be term time only. 
5. parking issues are caused by the teachers parking in the 
street there are no issues outside term time. 

The existing markings should 
have been referenced, this 
was a mistake.  
 
The drawing referenced 
should have been installed, 
therefore the drawing will be 
changed at the advert and will 
match the drawing 
referenced, with the new 
proposals.  
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The increased times helps 
spread the number of parents 
drop off and pick up at similar 
times. 
 
The legend “during term time’’ 
is not prescribed by the 
regulations as not all drivers 
will be familiar with exact 
dates of each school term, 
particularly as these can vary 
from one area to another.  

I fully support the scheme. Any initiative to improve safety in the 
area of the school is welcome. 
 
When the original scheme was implemented some years ago, 
the yellow lines that wrap round the corner between Ellacombe 
Road and the top end of Stanhope Road 81 have caused a bit 
of a problem. 
 
Because the yellow lines only wrap round into Stanhope Road 
a very short way, it leaves a gap between the yellow lines and 
the driveway into No 43 Ellacombe Road. 
 
Cars are often parked there (despite being contrary to Highway 
Code) and this cause drivers headed out of Stanhope Road 
into Ellacombe Road to have to be on completely the wrong 
side of the road to get passed said parked cars. 
 
While you have the road marking contractors in the area, 
please would it be possible for the yellow lines to be extended 
around to the driveway to No. 43? Albeit not the subject of this 
consultation, it shouldn't be an issue to anyone because 
parking at this point is contrary to the highway code and the 
yellow lines would simply be reinforcing the point (and 
improving road safety). 

Thank you for your support  
 
This can be considered as 
part of the review.  

Since the development at Court Farm Gardens, vehicles stop 
opposite the entry to Ellacombe Road. This make the RH turn 
from Ellacombe to Court Farm Road hazardous as visibility is 
slightly restricted and you need to be able to pull out onto the 
LH carriageway. 
As works are proposed in the area, it would be good to restrict 
stopping on the carriageway directly opposite to the junction 
too. 

This can be considered as 
part of the review.  

There is no need for an extension of the no stopping times in 
this small area. It is a waste of tax payer's money as they were 
replaced in 2016 [ref: T001-288-17. Transport Services] and it 
will have no affect on improving traffic flow, access or improve 
visibility as given in the Statement of reasons. 
Also the agreed replacement markings Ref: T001 -288 -17B 
issued by Transport Services have not been implemented. 
These would have certainly improved matters as there should 
be double yellow lines on the corner of Stanhope/Ellacombe 
roads. 
 
The present restrictions should be implemented along the odd 
numbered side of the road as this is a great problem when 
school users park irresponsibly collecting the children or visiting 
the school. People trying to turn into Ellacombe Road are 

Please see comment on 
increasing the times. 
 
Please see comments on the 
drawing referenced. 
 
 
There hasn’t been a request 
for restrictions on the east and 
restrictions on the west side 
only cover resident’s drives.  
 
Please see comment on the 
legend “during term time’’ 
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blocked by the school users waiting to collect their children by 
parking in the area. There is no problem at all out of school 
hours and it is only the residents who suffer the consequences 
of any restrictions. 
It is unreasonable for residents to be penalised all year round 
when the school is causing the problem. Term time only is 
sufficient and it is a naive answer to say people don't know 
when it is term time as it is clearly obvious when the school is 
closed. 

Altering no waiting times will not affect traffic flow or road safety 
in the area, it is a total waste of tax payer's money. 
Extending the no waiting time by 45 minutes in the morning and 
15 minutes in the afternoon will not improve access or visibility. 
It is the inconsiderate parking outside Nos 3,5,7,Ellacombe 
Road (half on road half on pavement) of people waiting to pick 
up schoolchildren that are causing traffic flow problems. Why 
should the residents be penalised for school term time 
problems. 

Please see comment on 
increasing the times. 
 
Please see comment on the 
legend “during term time’’ 

I would welcome an extension of double yellow on junction of 
Pearsall Road with Ellacombe Road on both sides of Pearsall 
Road. 
If the double yellow lines are implemented at the end of 
Larksleaze Road all that will happen is that cars that use that 
area for parking which currently does not obstruct any 
driveways will then park further up the road when there are no 
double yellow lines therefore then obstructing our driveways 
and visibility when trying to get off our drives. The parking in 
our road is already an issue and this will just increase the 
problem for residents. 

Please see comment on the 
junction of Pearsall Road. 
 
Parking will migrate but 
drivers should only park 
where it’s safe and legal to do 
so.  

There should also be double yellow lines opposite the 
Ellacombe Road junction on Court Farm Road to stop people 
parking right opposite the junction. 

This can be considered as 
part of the review. 

Have considered, if you put yellow lines where indicated along 
Larksleaze Road, you have not necessarily thought of residents 
living in the first couple of homes and perhaps permit holders 
only would work better. Or perhaps close the school which then 
would get rid of the traffic flow problems, I realise that's not 
going to happen. 

Residents parking can be only 
considered when less than 
50% of the households don’t 
have private driveways.  

There seems to be an inconsistency in the proposals. The 
proposal of no parking on Shellards Road between Bath Road 
and Watsons Road is draconian. There are few community 
facilities in the area the shops and cafe at the Bath end of 
Shellards Road and the Post Office in the Tesco are vital to any 
community life. This complete lack of parking will render them 
inaccessible to many people. If you want to kill off community 
10/10. Shellards Road itself (west of Tesco) poses no problem 
for parking on one side of the road. 
On the other hand you seem to say that it is perfectly fine to 
park on both sides of the Bath Road end of Ellacombe Road in 
the immediate run up to a school (that has been without a 
crossing patrol for many years). There is no sense in this. All 
the houses on this part of Ellacombe Road have off road 
parking so this is not a problem for them. On the other hand 
inconsiderate parents picking up/dropping off children at 
Longwell Green school make this a death trap. Likewise there 
is a problem with parking at the lower end of Pearsall Road, 
where a large van that is usually parked there, blocks the 
pavement and clear view of the road. Parking on this junction is 

Shellards Road and 
Ellacombe Road have 
different issues which require 
different restrictions.  
 
Please see comment on 
increasing the times.  
 
Please see comment on 
Pearsall Road.  
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as dangerous if not more so than parking on the next junction 
(Larksleaze) which you propose to stop. 
In short this seems to be a hotchpotch of ideas with no 
coherent rationale, outlawing parking in relatively safe places 
and permit it where it is dangerous to children. 

Shellards Road  

I believe out side of 17B when cars try to park in that position 
there is slight bend and there has been may near misses my 
fear if restrictions are imposed the problem will transfer down 
road . So in principle I believe we need yellow lines if they 
come far enough down the road 

There are no plans currently 
to extend the double yellow 
lines to the bend.  

Overall I think your proposed waiting restrictions on Shellards 
Road are a good idea, as currently parked vehicles along 
Shellards Road are making it very difficult and dangerous to 
drive along and for pedestrians to cross. 
My only recommendation would be to extend the proposed no 
waiting at any time restrictions on Shellards Road to include 
outside number 36 to 40, as if a vehicle is parked there it is 
very dangerous for cyclists and cars pulling out of the road that 
leads to number 30 and 32 Shellards Road, as the parked 
vehicle completely blocks the view of the road. There have 
been numerous near misses due to parked cars. If my proposal 
means there is not enough parking then can I suggest you don't 
add double yellow lines opposite 36 to 40, as there are no 
roads joining on that side, so parked cars would not be blocking 
anyones view. 

Thank you for your support. 
 
The proposals are to extend 
to the existing restriction 10 
meters past the junction, this 
should be enough visibly for 
both sets of vehicles.  
 
Swapping the restriction to the 
other side would create a 
chicane, which we are 
proposing to avoid.    

I wish to strongly Object to the proposal for the following 
reasons, 
The proposal does not take into account the fact that there is a 
genuine need for parking on Shellards Road, 
There is a failure to take into account the Road is at the heart of 
the commercial and voluntary sector and the need to for local 
access to be able to to use the services provided. Longwell 
Green has a high percentage of elderly residents many of 
whom are Disabled and relay on being able park on Shellards 
Road to access the service provided, 
The Longwell Green Community Centre is very popular with 
many elderly people who at peak times are unable to use the 
Centre car park, the same is the requirement of Young people 
who have use of the Community Centre for activities and 
enjoyment. 
The failure of the proposal to recognise the need of local 
residents and to ensure access is available for the Vital 
Services and to put the need of motorists shows a gross lack of 
Equality for the Local Community. 
I live at (removed for data protection) and would state that 
parking on the Road slows the vehicle speeds and makes it 
save for local residents to cross. Strongly Object to the 
proposal. 

Disabled badge holders can 
park for up to 3 hours on 
double yellow lines provided 
that they are not causing an 
obstruction. 
 
There is suitable parking for 
the community centre and 
other local amenities.  
 
 

I live on the one part of Shellards Road that will not have 
waiting restrictions yet everyday I am unable to exit my drive 
without my view being obscured. We live close to the bend and 
junction with Watsons Road and cars come round the corner at 
speed. I have to put my car out into the road without being able 
to see what is coming due to cars being parked on the side of 
the road. I have previously written to the council about this and 
have photographic evidence of vehicles obscuring our view and 
preventing us from pulling out of the drive safely. This does not 
just effect us at (removed for data protection) but also the other 

There are no plans currently 
to extend the double yellow 
lines. 
 
The restriction should improve 
the visibility of the road.  
 
Speeds will need to be 
monitored if the scheme goes 
ahead.  
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residents that use the parking area at the rear of our houses. 
Also as I have mentioned the speed at which vehicles travel 
along Shellards Road, I feel that this needs to be looked into. I 
have serious concerns regarding speed and lack of visibility 
along this Road. 

Overall I think your proposed waiting restrictions on Shellards 
Road are a good idea, as currently parked vehicles along 
Shellards Road are making it very difficult and dangerous to 
drive along and for pedestrians to cross. 
My only recommendation would be to extend the proposed no 
waiting at any time restrictions on Shellards Road to include 
outside number 36 to 40, as if a vehicle is parked there it is 
very dangerous for cyclists and cars pulling out of the road that 
leads to number 30 and 32 Shellards Road, as the parked 
vehicle completely blocks the view of the road. There have 
been numerous near misses due to parked cars. If my proposal 
means there is not enough parking then can I suggest you don't 
add double yellow lines opposite 36 to 40, as there are no 
roads joining on that side, so parked cars would not be blocking 
anyones view. 

Thank you for your support.  
 
Please see comment about 
extending waiting restrictions 
outside number 36 to 40.  

As a resident on Shellards Road I feel that there should be 
double yellow lines all the way along, plus traffic calming as the 
road is currently a race track 

We have left out sections to 
provide properties which don’t 
have off street parking to 
park.  
 
Traffic calming is beyond the 
remit of the scheme.  

Some of the house included in the proposed restrictions appear 
not to have any off street parking. The restrictions will 
encourage parking on other side roads. 
 
There is already a chaotic situation in the area when Tescos 
are receiving deliveries by juggernaut!! 

To the west, all of the 
properties do have off-street 
parking. The east has had 
some areas left for off street 
parking.  
 
These are existing parking 
restrictions and they have a 
dedicated car park.  

I have 2 children myself. Along with being a childminder with 
parents with children visiting my house regularly that day. They 
and me need to be able to park outside or along the road to get 
to my house safely. This will put the children I care for in 
danger. I often have up to 6 children. If I can not park outside 
my own house how will I safely transport my children? 

There are proposed sections 
with no restrictions, which 
allows for on-street parking.  

Bakersfield  

I welcome the proposed restrictions which in my view are long 
overdue. The plan for Bakersfield shows a no waiting line to the 
rear of No 1), will this line be extended to prevent cars parking 
in front of the hard standing/driveway of my garage? Whilst this 
is not a frequent occurrence it does happen from time to time 
and these restrictions will almost certainly make matters worst, 
particularly where multi-car families will have fewer areas to 
park in. In addition, if the lines stop short of my 
driveway/garage access it is possible that vans/cars could park 
to the side of my access way blocking my view of any vehicles 
coming around the corner, which has happened in the past - 
indeed, recently I had large white vans parked on both sides 
giving me zero visibility in either direction when backing of my 
driveway. 
 
 

Thank you for your support. 
 
Vehicles shouldn’t be parking 
in front of dropped kerbs 
 
The extension can be 
considered as part of the 
review. 
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Most families that live in Bakersfield have more than one car 
and park on the proposed areas. By removing these 
opportunities to park more congestion will be caused by people 
parking on the limited available spaces left (based on the 
proposal) and causing friction with neighbours by parking in 
spaces where other neighbours have always parked. 
Bakersfield doesn't seem to warrant the proposed scheme that 
does have a use on others roads/more used for driving. 
Bakersfield is relatively quiet for moving cars and doesn't 
warrant the proposed scheme in my opinion and the majority, if 
not all of the neighbours that have mentioned it as we all 
speak/chat regularly. 

The proposal is top help 
improve visibility around the 
junctions of Bakersfield and 
Long Beach Road.  
 
A review of the proposed 
restrictions can be 
reconsidered in the review.  
 
 

I live in the area of Bakersfield that shows a full no waiting area 
that completely covers the whole border of my property, which 
means that my wife and I cannot stop near our front gate to 
unload any heavy shopping which can be difficult as we are 
both in our 70s. Also there is no adjacent place to my property 
for any of my children to stop and unload very small 
grandchildren. As mentioned earlier my wife and I are in our 
70s and my wife has an irregular heart beat and is prone on 
occasions to epileptic attacks and I suffer from arthritis so I feel 
that the no waiting should not go all the way from the junction 
with long beach road to my garage entrance and some 
provision made to help us and any of our children when with 
the grandchildren. 

In the proposals there is a 
section of in-between 
opposite where drivers can 
park  
 
A review of the proposed 
restrictions can be 
reconsidered in the review.  
 

Bath Road  

With regards to the A431 I'd love it if the point was hammered 
home by ditching any form of yellow line and using urban 
clearways instead with double red lines. 

There is no plan to use urban 
clearways at this time and 
they are not suitable for small 
sections of carriageway.  

Please please could you make changes to the turning out of 
long beach road onto bath road in Longwell Green. When at the 
junction turning right, the sight line is sometimes near 
impossible due to cars/van parking on the main Bath road 
outside their property. Because they park half on the pavement, 
the vision in perspective is about 2 centimetres, I have also 
mentioned this to our MP. It is an accident waiting to happen 
and perhaps a site visit when the cars are there would be 
useful, thank you for reading and considering this. 

There are proposals to 
introduce restrictions on the 
junction to improve visibility 
when exiting the junction.   

Re Drw T302-162-12A: 
 
I would propose that the double yellow lines on the corner of 
Longbeach Rd and Bath Rd (towards Willsbridge) are extended 
up to (not over) the driveway of the first house encountered on 
Bath Rd to ensure parked vehicles (particularly vans) do not 
obstruct the view along Bath Rd when exiting Longbeach Rd. 
 
Consistent with the objective to improve visibility for vehicles 
and pedestrians I would suggest double yellow lines are 
installed on the corners of the Roseville Ave/Longbeach Rd 
junction, particularly in view of the bus stop location opposite 
this junction. 

There will be an additional 
25m of visibility with the new 
proposal, however it can be 
considered in the review  
 
Additional restrictions can be 
considered as part of the 
review. 
 

I refer also to my letter of last year regarding dangerous parking 
on Bath Road outside Aldi.  
 
 
 
 

Thank you for your comment.  
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1. The delivery trucks for the Aldi Store should always drive 
forwards into the car park and turn inside the carpark, 
preferably with the aid of a banksman, so that they are able to 
drive out forwards onto Bath Road. Major holdups have 
occurred when the delivery trucks stop on Bath road and 
reverse into the carpark. 
2. Priority should be given to pedestrians on the footpath 
passed the Aldi entrance. Some drivers take no notice of 
pedestrians walking along the pavement. 
3. It is good to see that our previous suggestion regarding 
double yellow lines on the road outside of the Aldi carpark 
during the previous consultation ( 10.10.14 ) are now to be 
seriously considered. 

This is beyond the control of 
the council. 
 
The priority of the junction 
isn’t part of the waiting 
restriction review. 
 
 
 
 

This is a positive step to make the roads and junctions safer. 
My only concern is that there may be more pavement parking, 
particularly where the pavement is wide. This blocks off views 
of oncoming traffic and can be a serious obstacle to wheelchair 
and pushchair users. 

Double yellow lines cover the 
whole highway, which covers 
the footway.  
 
Please see comment about 
the parking enforcement 
team. 

We are facing an increase of inconsiderate parking by our 
house, (removed for data protection). If you could reconsider 
yellow lines outside of the above property as this pavement 
parking is making it dangerous to exit our driveway (as shown 
in the photo attached).  
 
This parking is also causing problems for wheel chair users, 
parents with pushchairs and mobility scooters. The location of 
the telegraph pole in the effected area makes it even more 
narrow resulting in users having to cross the road. 
 
I hope you can reconsider my request as I feel that this is an 
accident waiting to happen. 

Additional restrictions can be 
considered as part of the 
review.  

Grangeville Close  

The scheme does not go far enough with regard to Grangeville 
Close, there is often excessive visitor parking in the area when 
there is a meeting/function at st Anne's church/ orchard rooms. 
This makes entrance and exit into Grangeville Close dangerous 
so double yellow lines at the junction with longbeach road 
would improve visibility. 
The surface of the Bath Road is in a disgusting state and has 
numerous patches on it. I hope, therefore, that as well as 
installing the restrictions you will also at the same time be 
resurfacing this road. Otherwise what is the point of placing 
double yellow lines on a road that is in an appalling state. 

The proposal is to cover the 
existing keep clear markings.  
 
This is beyond the remit of the 
scheme but I has been 
recorded for future reference.  

Stratton Place  

Turning right out of Stratton Place onto Court Farm Road is 
often made difficult by parked vehicles restricting visibility. 
These changes would make the process much safer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thank you for your support 
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Long Beach Road  

I completely agree with the proposed restrictions on Shellards 
Road, they are needed due to the inconsiderate parking and 
volume of traffic that uses the road. 
I also agree with the double yellow lines on the junction of Long 
Beach Road and California Road but the double yellow line on 
the east side of long beach road needs to be extended slightly 
up to the next house boundary. Both roads are a bus route and 
this junction regularly gets blocked because a bus needs to turn 
left out of Long Beach Road onto California Road but can't 
because cars have turned right into the junction and cant make 
progress because of the bus and parked cars and the bus cant 
pull out because there are cars on California Road queuing to 
turn right into Long Beach Road but cant. 
All of the houses of the east side of Long Beach Road near the 
junction have driveways and garages at the rear of the 
properties so there is no need for them to be parking near the 
junction. 
The average length of a double decking bus is 11.m and a car 
around 5m, including room to maneuver the double yellow lines 
should extend around 18-20 meters from the junction to keep 
the public transport and other traffic moving. 
In conclusion please extend the double yellow lines on the east 
side of Long Beach Road up to the south boundary of number 
122. 

Thank you for your support.  
 
The proposal is to extend the 
existing double yellow lines 
and cover the existing keep 
clear markings. 

Would like double yellow lines on corner of Gilroy Close as 
people park dangerously on corner at present. Current scheme 
would push more cars to park on the corner of gilroy close as 
no restrictions on this road, I feel this will lead to a dangerous 
parking problem being made worse. 

Additional restrictions can be 
considered as part of the 
review. 

Other comments   

Please also refer to my previous communications dated May 
2018 and December 2018 highlighting dangerous and 
inconsiderate parking on Bath Road which were acknowledged 
by (removed for data protection) on 12 June 2018 and 15 
January 2019. 

Thank you for your comment. 

The Parish Council has resolved to support the recommended 
scheme subject to the caveats that affected neighbours had 
been properly consulted and that without adequate 
enforcement the introduction of parking restrictions was not 
effective. 

Thank you for your comment. 

these should not even need consultations. there are far too 
many cars and often parked far too close to the junction. 

Thank you for your comment. 

I do agree with a lot of the scheme but they go to far please 
keep to a minimum. This will promote good will from residents. 

Thank you for your comment.  
 

 


